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 Irony in Gulliver's Travels and Utopia

 EDWARD J. RIELLY

 That Jonathan Swift and his Gulliver's Travels have some connection to
 Thomas More and Utopia has long been known, was well known, in fact, in
 Swift's own lifetime. There is the famous passage in the Voyage to Glub
 dubdrib where Swift places More as the only modern among a sextumvirate
 of worthies including Brutus, Junius, Socrates, Epaminondas, and Cato the
 Younger (Prose Works, 11: 196). In the prefatory letter to Sympson, Swift
 draws an explicit parallel between his book and More's as Gulliver laments
 readers' insinuations "that the Houyhnhnms and Yahoos have no more Exis
 tence than the Inhabitants of Utopia" (Prose Works, 11: 8). The link
 between Swift and More was sufficiently recognized that William King
 attempted to entice Swift to England in 1737 by assuring him, "If you will
 accept of this invitation, I promise to meet you at Chester, and to conduct
 you to King Edward's lodgings: and then St. Mary-Hall may boast of a tri
 umvirate, that is not to be matched in any part of the learned world, Sir
 Thomas More, Erasmus, and the Drapier" (Correspondence, 5: 54).

 There is no record of Swift referring to More in his correspondence, but
 as Jenny Mezciems (1983) points out, Swift seldom refers directly to writers
 he admires (246-7). In several other places, however, Swift does cite More.
 In the unfinished treatise Concerning that Universal Hatred, which Prevails
 against the Clergy, Swift labels Henry VIII a "Monster and Tyrant" while
 judging More "a person of the greatest virtue this kingdom ever produced"
 (Prose Works, 13: 123). Similar judgments appear in Swift's marginal anno
 tations in a copy of Edward Herbert, Lord Cherbury's Life and Raigne of

 Henry VIII. Near one of Herbert's references to More, Swift adds, "The
 only Man of true Virtue tha(t) ever Engld produced"; and after Herbert's
 account of More's death, Swift writes, "(H)ere the detestable (Ty)rant mur
 dred (Vir)tue her self (Prose Works, 5: 247-8).1 Swift also refers to More,
 again with Henry in mind, in his list Of Mean AND Great Figures, includ
 ing "Sir Tho More during his Imprisonment, and at his Execution" among
 those who "made great FIGURES in some particular Action or Circum
 stance of their lives" (Prose Works, 5: 83-^).

 Swift's interest in More is threefold. As Swift's comments indicate, he
 honors More's personal virtue, presumably his courage and integrity. He
 further honors More for his demonstration of that virtue in opposition to
 Henry VIII, whom Swift blames in the treatise Concerning that Universal
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 Hatred, which Prevails against the Clergy for the continuing impoverish
 ment of church and clergy (Prose Works, 13: 123-6).2 This paper, however,
 is primarily concerned with the literary link between Swift and More?
 Swift's recognition of satiric kinship with the man widely revered not only
 as a martyr for his religious convictions, but also as the author of Utopia.
 Exploring this kinship requires an assessment of what Gulliver s Travels
 shares with the earlier work. R.W. Chambers (1935), in his seminal biogra
 phy of More, says that in some respects "Swift seems to be More come to
 life again; in Gulliver he gives to Utopia the honour, rare with him, of direct
 and repeated imitation. . ." (365). Chambers may have been overstating the
 case, but he does point out a relationship that, with a few important excep
 tions, has not been carefully examined.3

 Gulliver's Travels is much like Utopia in many ways, ranging from the
 general and pervasive (e.g., both employ imaginary voyages and depict sup
 posedly ideal societies) to the specific and localized (e.g., the King of Brob
 dingnag in three consecutive paragraphs on page 131 of the Travels opposes
 "a mercenary standing Army in the Midst of Peace," affirms that those who
 hold "Opinions prejudicial to the Publick" should not be obliged to change
 those opinions but should be required to conceal them, and clarifies the dan
 gers of gaming?all attitudes similarly expressed on the island of Utopia
 (223, 129, 171).4 Nonetheless, to prove that Swift at a given point is directly
 imitating Utopia is usually difficult if not impossible, and often unimpor
 tant. The objective here is not to posit a multitude of possible imitations, a
 list of X's equaling Y's, but to examine basic areas of congruence between
 the two books, especially similarities in the use of irony. In both books,
 irony circulates about and gains impetus (as well as complexity) from the

 main characters, either Lemuel Gulliver or co-protagonists Thomas More
 and Raphael Hythlodaeus.5

 In both cases, the irony begins in prefatory material with the sustained
 pretense that these books record actual journeys by real people, Hythlo
 daeus and Gulliver. In the material printed with Utopia (often termed the
 "parerga"),6 several European intellectuals join More in this effort despite
 their obvious knowledge that the story is More's own creation. William
 Bude, in a letter to Thomas Lupset added to the second edition, praises the
 institutions of Utopia and asserts that he personally has "made investigation
 and discerned for certain that Utopia lies outside the limits of the known
 world." Bude acknowledges Hythlodaeus as the discoverer of Utopia, and
 More as one "who has adorned the island ... by his style and eloquence. . ."
 (5-15).7 A woodcut of Utopia (16-17) and a chart of the Utopian alphabet
 (18-19), the latter prepared by Peter Giles (277), continue the fiction. Giles,
 one of the supposed auditors during Hythlodaeus's account of his stay in
 Utopia, furnishes a letter addressed to Jerome Busleyden in which he treats
 seriously such matters as Hythlodaeus's current whereabouts, cosmogra
 phers' apparent ignorance of the island, and uncertainty over the location of
 Utopia caused by distraction during Hythlodaeus's narration (21-5). John
 Desmarais expresses his gratitude to More and Hythlodaeus in a letter to
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 Giles while suggesting that theologians attempt a thorough conversion of
 the Utopians (27-9).

 Most important in relation to both Utopia and the later Gulliver's Trav
 els are More's own contributions to this material. In a letter to Giles, he
 apologizes for taking so long to forward for publication his book about
 Utopia when "I had only to repeat what in your company I heard Raphael
 relate" (39). Now he is finally sending the book for Giles "to read?and to
 remind me of anything that has escaped me" (41). He specifically wonders
 if Giles recalls what Hythlodaeus said about the length of the bridge span
 ning the river Anydrus (41). More also regrets his ignorance concerning the
 location of Utopia and suggests that Giles contact Hythlodaeus for answers
 to these questions, especially as More knows of a theologian burning with
 zeal to conclude the Utopians' conversion (41, 43). More also worries
 whether Hythlodaeus approves of this book, since he may be planning his
 own account (43). By writing in this circumstantial manner, More carries
 through with the general pretense of historical truthfulness while more fully
 establishing his own fictional persona, actually a dual persona: the secretar
 ial More who transcribes what Hythlodaeus had narrated; and the intra
 textual More who listens with patience and considerable interest to the
 traveler's story, occasionally entering into dialogue with him.

 In his second letter to Giles (added to the second edition of Utopia),
 More's irony more closely prefigures Swift's in its interweaving of truth
 and falsehood so that each equally misleads. More begins with a reader's
 reaction to the first edition of Utopia: "If the facts are reported as true," the
 reader had objected, "I see some rather absurd elements in them, but if as
 fictitious, then I find More's finished judgment wanting in some matters"
 (249). The statement literally puts More in a no-win dilemma, so he shifts to
 an ironic level, first reading criticism as praise. He expresses gratitude that
 the critic has carefully read the book through to the end, for many have not
 done even that (249). Further, in marking certain passages for censure, the
 critic apparently has approved the rest; and in charging that he has been
 "cheated of his hope whenever he read something not precise enough," he
 actually has praised More, who modestly claims he could hope to write only
 "a few things?even among so many?that were not altogether absurd" (249).

 Turning from this inversion to a frontal defense, More acknowledges
 that in any actual commonwealth some absurdities will exist, as in any crea
 tion of philosophers some imperfections are inevitable (249). Then, with a
 quick cascade of ironic twists, More returns to his treatment of the fictional
 as historically true. More claims to have given his reader's opinions proper
 consideration, but "Now, when he doubts whether Utopia is real or ficti
 tious, then I find his finished judgment wanting" (251). More avers that had
 he decided to write fiction,

 I should certainly have tempered the fiction so that, if I wanted to abuse the
 ignorance of common folk, I should have prefixed some indications at least for
 the more learned to see through our purpose.
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 Thus, if I had done nothing else than impose names on ruler, river, city, and
 island such as might suggest to the more learned that the island was nowhere,
 the city a phantom, the river without water, and the ruler without a people, it

 would not have been hard to do and would have been much wittier than what I

 actually did. Unless the faithfulness of an historian had been binding on me, I
 am not so stupid as to have preferred to use those barbarous and meaningless
 names, Utopia, Anydrus, Amaurotum, and Ademus. (251)

 Of course, what More says he would have done, had he written fiction, is
 precisely what he has done; for as the "more learned" would have known,
 Utopia means nowhere; anydrus, without water; and so forth.8 Furthermore,
 from Raphael Hythlodaeus's first appearance, More's genuinely learned
 readers probably would have recognized the fictional nature of the traveler
 whose surname means one who speaks nonsense, and who is a sailor, Peter
 Giles says (49), not like Palinurus (Aeneas's pilot) but like Plato (who, edu
 cated readers should have remembered, was himself the creator of a fic
 tional society). Others less intelligent, educated, or witty might well miss
 the significance of these terms and much else besides.9

 More appears to have been genuinely concerned about readers' reac
 tions. The first of the letters he included with the text of Utopia laments and
 catalogues types of readers not likely to respond positively to his book:

 This fellow is so grim that he will not hear of a joke; that fellow is so insipid
 that he cannot endure wit. Some are so dull-minded that they fear all satire as

 much as a man bitten by a mad dog fears water. ... (45)

 What is one to do about such people? In a book that threatens alter
 nately to be taken too seriously by those who object to its implied criticism
 of England or dismissed too lightly as a bit of whimsy, it helps to enlist the
 aid of some of the great philosophical and literary men of Europe?which

 More does. In this first letter, however, what More attempts is to continue in
 his ironic mode, posing as a mere recorder of what he had heard?a true
 account of an explorer's true discovery of an extraordinary and truly exist
 ing island. So More, in his later epistle to Giles, laments in mock frustration
 that "some persons are so wary that they can hardly be induced to believe what
 we simple and credulous folk have written down of Hythlodaeus's account"
 (251). As More nears the end of this second letter, he challenges those who
 disbelieve the account of Utopia to seek out Hythlodaeus himself:

 I heard lately from travelers coming from Portugal that on last March first he
 was as hale and spirited as ever. Let them inquire the truth from him or, if they
 like, dig it out of him with questions. (251, 253)

 But then the irony twists: "I would only have them understand that I am
 responsible for my own work alone and not also for the credit of another"
 (253). Suddenly, More has turned, so quickly that his motion is almost
 imperceptible. After the pretense that Hythlodaeus is a living man who can
 substantiate More's veracity, More sets readers up to accept the logical and
 fair conclusion that they should not blame More for what they dislike about
 Utopia the place (or, for that matter, about the account itself), for More is
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 merely a type of secretary taking dictation and passing along only what he
 hears. But what really occurs is a sudden reversal to literal truth, although
 the truthful import is likely to slide by unrecognized. More's own work, for
 which he acknowledges he should be held accountable, is in fact the whole
 account of the island, both invention and expression (minus whatever con
 tributions Peter Giles might have offered in Antwerp during the summer of
 1515 when More created what is now called Book II of Utopia).10

 More goes to considerable effort to maintain his truthful pose, but he
 convinced some too well. Beatus Rhenanus, in a short letter added to the
 third edition, recalls praising Utopia at a "gathering of a few responsible

 men," when one of the men insisted that

 no more thanks were due to More than to any recording secretary who merely
 records the opinions of others at a council... in that all More said was taken
 from the mouth of Hythlodaeus and merely written down by More. Therefore,
 he said, More deserved praise for no reason other than that he had recorded
 these matters well?and there were some present who approved the fellow's
 opinion as that of a man of very sound perception. (253)

 Nicholas Harpsfield, an early biographer of More, mentions readers simi
 larly deceived (110-11).11

 At this point, More and Swift are not far apart. Although Swift does
 not introduce himself as an intermediary narrator, he otherwise follows a
 course similar to More's. There is, first of all, the pretense of historical fact,
 a prose that helps maintain the satiric bite of the text while deflecting read
 ers from dismissing the work as a polemic by the author. Swift's ficti
 tious Richard Sympson thus alleges in the letter from "The Publisher to
 the Reader" that both Gulliver and his voyages are real. As in More's first
 letter, this prefatory note uses specifics to establish verisimilitude and a
 sense of truthfulness, as in the claim that many unnecessary passages have
 been eliminated "to fit the Work as much as possible to the general Capac
 ity of Readers":

 Passages relating to the Winds and Tides, as well as to the Variations and Bear
 ings in the several Voyages; together with the minute Descriptions of the Man
 agement of the Ship in Storms, in the Style of Sailors: Likewise the Account of
 the Longitudes and Latitudes. . . . (Prose Works, 11: 9-10)

 The "LETTER from Capt. GULLIVER, to His Cousin SYMPSON,"
 added to the 1735 edition, continues this pose while paralleling More's con
 cern with audience. Gulliver deplores such responses to the first edition of
 his Travels as "Libels, and Keys, and Reflections, and Memoirs, and Second
 Parts. . ." (Prose Works, 11: 7). Also like More, Swift shifts between ironic
 and literally accurate statements in his prefatory matter; but with both satir
 ists, because the potentially nonironic statements occur within highly charged
 ironic contexts, they take on an irony of their own.12 Gulliver, for example,
 raises some of Swift's own objections: that the publisher altered his manu
 script, that the types of publications mentioned above have libeled him, that
 he has falsely been credited with works not his own (5-7). These objections
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 permit Swift to air some legitimate authorial complaints while lending addi
 tional credence to Gulliver's (and Sympson's) claims of authenticity.

 Along with stating these complaints, Gulliver defends his veracity by
 reference to the fictional Yahoos ("There are so many Thousands in this
 City, who only differ from their Brother Brutes in Houyhnhnmland, because
 they use a Sort of Jabber, and do not go naked."); to the fictional inhabi
 tants of Lilliput, Brobdingnag, and Laputa ("I have never yet heard of any
 Yahoo so presumptuous as to dispute their Being, or the Facts I have related
 concerning them. . . ."); and to his own reputation for honesty among the
 equally fictitious Houyhnhnms?a clever mixture of begging the question
 and (at least in the first reference) exaggerating the truth. During this
 defense, Gulliver offers the previously mentioned lament that readers are
 taking the Houyhnhnms and Yahoos to be no more real "than the Inhabi
 tants of Utopia'" (Prose Works, 11:8).

 The irony in this pose of Swift's, as in More's, moves toward what Ian
 Watt in "The Ironic Tradition in Augustan Prose from Swift to Johnson"
 (1983) calls "a divided audience": on the one hand, the "chosen few?the

 men of wit and judgment and learning" who readily understand what the
 author is really saying; and on the other, the "literary mob" who are likely
 to be taken in by the irony, perhaps failing to identify themselves as satiric
 objects or completely misconstruing fiction as historical fact (305-26). The
 first group, as Watt points out, not only share the author's point of view and
 appreciate the use of irony, but also enjoy the added joke of knowing that
 others are being hoodwinked.13 For each Erasmus or Alexander Pope, how
 ever, there are many victims, not necessarily uneducated. Notable examples
 include the learned men Beatus Rhenanus cites in his Utopian letter (253),
 the equally obtuse reader who "went immediately to his Map to search for
 Lilly putt" (Swift, Correspondence, 3: 180), and the Irish bishop who dis
 missed the Travels as "full of improbable lies" (Correspondence, 3: 189).14

 Although a thorough comparison of irony in Utopia and the Travels is
 impossible in a paper of this length, a brief discussion of Gulliver's final
 voyage and Utopia in light of some basic questions concerning authors'
 intentions should further clarify the ironic kinship between Swift and

 More.15 First, does the author intend his depiction of a society (Utopia,
 Houyhnhnmland) to represent his own ideal? Where Utopia is concerned,
 the answer is no. There is too much in the society of Utopia that goes
 against the grain of More's beliefs. To cite just a few more or less random
 examples without belaboring the point: the Utopians' acceptance of divorce,
 voluntary euthanasia, and ordination of women; and their opposition to
 physical self-chastisement as penance. The Roman Catholic Church, for
 which More later died, prohibited divorce, voluntary euthanasia, and ordina
 tion of women to the priesthood, as in a general sense it still does. Evidence
 that More likewise rejected these three practices includes his consistent obe
 dience to Church authority?so complete that he chose death rather than
 acknowledge Henry VIII's second marriage as legitimate; and specific writ
 ten statements in A Dialogue of Comfort Against Tribulation (122-66), The
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 Confutation of Tyndale's Answer (86-87, 92, 190-1, 259-61, 594-5),
 Responsio ad Lutherum (663-65), and his letters (especially a letter to John
 Bugenhagen, Correspondence 339).16 That More physically punished him
 self by wearing a hair shirt and whipping himself is stated by his son-in-law

 William Roper (48-9). More, however, really makes the point himself in
 his second letter to Peter Giles, where he responds to the fault-finder by
 wondering, "Why should he be so minded ... as if any of all the philoso
 phers had ever ordered the commonwealth, the ruler, or even the private
 home without instituting some feature that had better be changed?" (249).
 More surely includes himself among those philosophers who have drawn
 less than perfect societies.

 But why does More follow this path into creative imperfection? Beyond
 More's inability as an imperfect human to create perfection and his belief
 that perfection cannot exist this side of heaven (reasons, given More's faith,
 not to be taken lightly), he appears to place Utopia within the context of a
 theological question regarding the relationship between reason and faith that
 was in the forefront of spiritual and intellectual debate at the time (and
 would be dealt with later by Swift): how does one know both God and that
 which is necessary for salvation?17

 In his Dialogue Concerning Heresies, More clarifies the relationship
 between reason and faith in the following manner: "And so must reason not
 resyst fayth but walke with her & as her handmayde so wayte vpon her. . . ."
 Both are necessary, but faith is paramount. There is no conflict between the
 two, More argues, so long as reason be "well gyded," for "fayth goth neuer
 without her" (131).18 Such is More's conviction of the primary importance
 of faith, however, that he elsewhere places much of the blame for the Refor
 mation on reformists' refusal to submit their reason to faith (Letter to John
 Frith, Correspondence, 457). Nonetheless, More believed that reason can
 carry man far spiritually. It can, he held, demonstrate God's existence and
 His attributes, a thoroughly orthodox Catholic position. The question of
 whether reason can lead to solid convictions concerning the immortality of
 the soul and eternal rewards and punishments was considered within the
 Church to be more debatable, but as Edward L. Surtz (1957) points out,
 More seems to have believed a faith based on divine revelation necessary in
 these areas (Praise of Wisdom, 21-39).19 Reason can lead men to make life
 on earth more harmonious and just, but revelation-based faith is necessary
 to complete the process of eternal salvation.

 There is, of course, an apparent inconsistency in More's treatment of
 the Utopians' religious beliefs, for without revelation they believe in the
 immortality of the soul and eternal rewards and punishments (161, 163).

 More may merely be inconsistent here; or drawing upon Aquinas and Sco
 tus, he may have in mind for the Utopians some special revelation granting
 them an implicit faith and thus making possible their acceptance of doc
 trines usually requiring faith through divine revelation (Surtz 37-8). Such
 theological niceties would not be beyond More. In the main, though, the

 Utopians rely on reason, and their religion is a natural religion leading them
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 only so far: for example, to accept (falsely in More's view) divorce, ordina
 tion of women, and voluntary euthanasia. The Utopians are relatively good,
 even quite good, but they are good pagans, hardly a More ideal. So the
 reader sees many Utopians, according to Hythlodaeus, converting to Chris
 tianity after hearing from their visitors of the new religion. Hythlodaeus,
 however, is carried away in his peroration by his enthusiasm for this society
 that he believes so outstrips any of Europe. Unaware of the ironic tones of
 his own words, he claims that

 a man's regard for his own interests or the authority of Christ our Savior?who
 in His wisdom could not fail to know what was best and who in His goodness
 would not fail to counsel what He knew to be best?would long ago have
 brought the whole world to adopt the laws of the Utopian commonwealth, had
 not one single monster, the chief and progenitor of all plagues, striven against
 it?I mean, Pride. (243)

 There are two problems with the literal meaning of this final statement
 by the person whose name means a speaker of nonsense. One is the fallacy
 (within More's thinking) that an individual's self-interest and the authority
 of Christ would lead that person to adopt a society (and Hythlodaeus draws
 no distinction between civil and religious laws) that does not acknowledge
 Christ. The other is that Hythlodaeus is so carried away by what he has
 seen, and by his own status as a chosen one, that he mistakes the better for
 the best, loses his ability to judge objectively, and (like Gulliver after him)
 becomes so filled with pride in his special wisdom (that vice he castigates
 vehemently in others) that he cannot, as the textual More says, "brook any
 opposition to his views. . ." (245).20 In fact, this same pride in his superior
 ity leads him, in the Dialogue on Counsel in Book I, to reject any involve

 ment in counseling his nation's leaders. Through such an attempt,
 Hythlodaeus says, "T should accomplish nothing else than to share the
 madness of others as I tried to cure their lunacy'" (101). Hythlodaeus
 argues thus, even though, ironically, he has undermined his own argument
 in two ways. First, in praising Cardinal Morton, former Lord Chancellor of
 England, as a man "'who deserved respect as much for his prudence and
 virtue as for his authority'" (59), Hythlodaeus is honoring a man who was
 able to accomplish More's goal of counseling a leader with reasonable suc
 cess without himself becoming corrupted. He therefore inadvertently proves
 himself wrong and More right in their debate on counseling leaders (99,
 101).21 In addition, Hythlodaeus admits that laws can mitigate the corrup
 tions of private property, likening such laws to good nursing aiding a
 painfully ill patient without necessarily effecting a total cure (105, 107).
 Here Hythlodaeus unwittingly offers another convincing rationale for advis
 ing leaders, because failing to do so means, keeping with his analogy, that it
 is preferable to allow those patients (and their subjects) to die painfully and
 unaided. Hythlodaeus adequately understands neither himself (including his
 pride) nor what he says.22

 At the end of his journeys, Gulliver is in a similar frame of mind.
 Alienated by his impossible desire to be a rational horse and filled with
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 pride in his unique status as the only Yahoo to share, if only briefly, the
 Houyhnhnm life, he rejects humankind, entreating any who have "any Tinc
 ture" of pride not "to appear in my Sight" (Prose Works, 11: 296). And dis
 appointed in his effort to reform "the Yahoo Race in this Kingdom,"
 Gulliver, like Hythlodaeus, avers in his letter to Sympson that he is "done
 with all such visionary Schemes for ever" (8).23

 Ironically, Gulliver is as deceived about the Houyhnhnms as Hythlo
 daeus is about the Utopians. That Swift presents the rational horses as supe
 rior to the degenerate Yahoos, and a life led according to reason as
 preferable to a life rooted totally in the senses, seems clear. But those are
 not the only alternatives; nor are they the final issues. Is Houyhnhnm soci
 ety Swift's ideal? This question, a fundamental issue raised by the question,
 and the answer further establish parallels to More's Utopia. The Houy
 hnhnms, like the Utopians, live a life of reason, which carries them far
 toward justice and harmony, but it does not carry them to perfection. Rea
 son, for example, leads the Houyhnhnms to truthfulness and general har

 mony with each other, but also to debate "Whether the Yahoos should be
 exterminated from the Face of the Earth" (Prose Works, 11: 271). To argue
 that this proposal is less than genocide because the Yahoos are subhuman
 (actually subhorse within the narrative) is to come dangerously close to
 Hitlerian reasoning while missing the similarity in ironic tone to Swift's
 Modest Proposal (the heinous offered in rational understatement). Gul
 liver's Master, however, proposes a professedly lenient (dare one say
 humane?) expedient: castrating young Yahoos, "which, besides rendering
 them tractable and fitter for Use, would in an Age put an End to the whole
 Species without destroying Life" (273). To see this plan as not destroying
 life requires considerable self-delusion. And once again there is the echo
 of another Swiftian passage?the supposed leniency of the Lilliputian plan
 to put out Gulliver's eyes and decrease his food until he weakens and
 dies (71). Nor is it easy to see much Houyhnhnm benevolence in the ex
 pulsion of Gulliver, which even with his boat he views as almost certain
 death (279-80).

 As with the Utopians, Houyhnhnm deficiencies transcend particular
 actions. What religion the Houyhnhnms possess, and it is decidedly less
 than the Utopians', is entirely a natural religion of general benevolence. The
 dead Houyhnhnm retires "to his first Mother" (Prose Works, 11: 275), but
 there is no sense of God, an afterlife, final rewards and punishments, or an
 immortal soul. The absence of religious issues in Part IV is itself part of the
 irony of the Travels and takes us back to Ian Watt's dual audience. An

 Alexander Pope would not be deceived about Swift's religious views (and
 whether a kind of agnostic rationalism is his ideal), although the literary
 mob might be. This absence of explicit religiosity also reminds us that Swift
 seldom posits clear alternatives, but instead exposes folly and vice, leaving
 readers to infer the good.

 Swift is working in Part IV of the Travels within More's old framework
 of reason and faith. As Phillip Harth (1961) demonstrates, the reason/faith
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 question was once again important in Swift's time due to Anglican concern
 with deistic, Catholic, and Puritan opposition (13-51).24 Swift accepted the
 orthodox Anglican (and Catholic) position held by More: that reason can
 lead people to certain basic truths, such as the existence of God; but that
 faith, dependent on divine revelation, is necessary to complete the process
 of salvation. That Swift cared deeply about these matters is evident from his
 weaving of the faith-reason issue into the fabric of the three-brothers story
 in A Tale of a Tub, from his sermon On the Trinity and its argument for
 faith against a self-sufficient reason (Prose Works, 9: 159-68), and from his
 comments in A Letter to a Young Gentleman Lately Entered into Holy
 Orders on "the absolute Necessity of Divine Revelation, to make the
 Knowledge of the true God, and the Practice of Virtue more universal in the
 World" (Prose Works, 9: 73-4).

 Part of Gulliver's gullibility is that, oblivious to the absolute necessity
 (in Swift's orthodox view) of divine revelation, he comes to see the Houy
 hnhnms not just as generally good, but as perfect. In seeing the horses this
 way, Gulliver also diverges sharply from Swift on the possibility of a
 Utopian society. Swift, in A DISCOURSE Concerning the Mechanical Oper
 ation of the SPIRIT, lists "Utopian Commonwealths" with such fanciful
 objects of human longing as the philosopher's stone, the elixir of life, and
 the squaring of the circle as products of mankind's "fanatic enthusiasm"
 (Prose Works, 1: 174). By the end of their journeys, both Gulliver and

 Hythlodaeus, as Warren Wooden (1977) has stated, function as both satiric
 tools and targets. Each is used to point up what his author sees as meriting
 ridicule, but, ironically, each also becomes, in his inflated and blind pride,
 himself an object of ridicule ("Anti-Scholastic Satire," 42-3).

 In his biography of More, Chambers (1935) offers one of the most sen
 sible interpretive comments ever made about Utopia: "The underlying
 thought of Utopia always is, With nothing save Reason to guide them, the
 Utopians do this; and yet we Christian Englishmen, we Christian Euro
 peans. . . /" (128). That is also the ultimate message Swift imparts concern
 ing Houyhnhnm society: as Irvin Ehrenpreis (1983) writes, "More's Utopia
 gave Swift the most impressive model for shaming Europeans with the
 moral accomplishments of pagans" (3: 458). Jonathan Swift must have seen
 in Thomas More a kindred spirit, and the modern reader who considers how
 they both used irony within their supplemental material, in developing their
 protagonists, and through their descriptions of ostensibly ideal societies is
 likely to echo that judgment.

 NOTES
 1. The editor of Swift's Prose Works uses parentheses when supplying words or letters cut
 off when Herbert's book was rebound (5: xxxiii).

 2. Swift also considers the plight of deserving clergy in Intelligencer papers V and VII (Prose
 Works, 12: 38-45). Also see Traugott (1964) for Swift on Henry VIII (143-69). A recent
 account of the relationship between More and Henry VIII appears in Ridley (1983).
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 3. Ehrenpreis (1962-83), however, states that Utopia was "the most profound English . . .
 influence upon Gulliver" (3: 446). Others who in varying ways treat the More-Swift relation
 ship include Hammond (1982), Kelsall (1969), Vickers (1968), Mezciems (1982), and Trau
 gott(1964).
 4. There has been much controversy over More's depiction of Utopian war, but clearly a
 standing mercenary army is not part of their plan. Mercenaries are hired after war breaks out
 (207); at other times, the country has a citizens' militia (201).

 5. More's irony is becoming more recognized. Marius (1984), for example, points out that
 "More wrote in a heavily ironic mode. . ." (153). He also notes the difficulty, common in
 ironic writing, of determining where irony begins and ends (185). The subject of More as a
 protagonist/persona in his own book is dealt with later in this paper.

 6. The supplemental material varies with the edition. See the Yale Utopia (clxxxiii-cxciv);
 Sullivan, Syr Thomas More (1953); Sullivan and Sullivan, Moreana 1478-1945 (1946); and
 Gibson (1961: 1-57). There is no record of which edition(s) Swift used. The term "parerga"
 was popularized by Sylvester (1968).

 7. The Yale edition of Utopia includes the Latin on left-hand pages and English translations
 on the right.

 8. Pons (1930) probably offers the most extensive examination of the meanings of Utopian
 terms and names (589-607).

 9. See Booth (1975) for a perceptive discussion of "Five Crippling Handicaps" (including
 ignorance) to understanding ironic discourse (222-9).

 10. Hexter presents a concise and useful discussion of the composition of Utopia as part of
 the introduction to the Yale Utopia (xv-xxiii).

 11. Wooden (1977) asserts that Greek was little known at the time, even among supposedly
 learned men, making it more likely that such people might be deceived about whether Utopia

 was fictional. As Wooden reminds us, truly "common men" were unable to read Latin (and
 therefore Utopia). Wooden raises these matters while arguing that scholastics (many of whom
 did not know Greek) were among More's intended satiric objects ("Anti-Scholastic Satire in
 Sir Thomas More's Utopia, 29-45).
 12. So much has been written about Swift's irony that it might be more useful here to sug
 gest, rather than a sampling of those studies, a theoretical discussion by Booth (1975) of what
 he calls "unstable irony" (231-77), a discussion that will help one better appreciate the kind
 of multi-layered irony often found in Swift.

 13. Wooden's "A Reconsideration of the Parerga of Thomas More's Utopia" (1978) consid
 ers this type of shared joke (151-60).

 14. Rawson (1973) discusses readers taken in by Swift and the implications of those decep
 tions (9-12).

 15. Although irony in particular rather than satire in general is the specific topic of this
 paper, it might be helpful to point out that only recently has the satiric dimension of Utopia
 come to be widely appreciated (and sometimes exaggerated). See, for example, Wooden,
 "Anti-Scholastic Satire in Sir Thomas More's Utopia (1977); Heiserman (1963); and for an
 overview of changing approaches to Utopia, Logan (1983: 3-18). The introduction to the
 Yale Utopia (cxlvii?cliii) also is helpful. One of the earlier recognitions of the importance
 of satire in Utopia appears in Donner (1946), where he discusses the fusion of satire with
 travel literature within the context of Renaissance Humanism (15-18). Sargent (1984) con
 siders approaches to Utopia, including the satiric. Finally, Vickers (1968) again deserves
 mentioning.
 16. It is well to recall Routh's caution (1934) that "It is impossible to believe that the vague,
 if beautiful, Deism of Utopia was at any time More's own religious ideal" (73). Routh also
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 suggests that charges of inconsistency between Utopian religious practices and More's com
 ments elsewhere "are founded chiefly on too serious an estimation of his own belief in
 Utopian principles" (74).
 17. For an analysis from a different but complementary focus, see Heiserman's argument
 (1963) that Utopia primarily functions, not as an ideal community, but to serve More's satiric
 intentions.

 18. More gives the subject considerable attention throughout the Dialogue.
 19. I am particularly indebted to Surtz in The Praise of Wisdom (1957) for his discussion of

 More on reason and faith and for his clarification of More's positions on many other topics.
 Marius (1984) also examines More's views on reason and faith. Especially relevant is the
 chapter entitled "Utopia's Religion and Thomas More's Faith" (171-83).
 20. Others who caution against accepting an authorial endorsement of the literal meaning of
 Hythlodaeus's judgments include Heiserman (1963) and Wooden, "Reconsideration of the
 Parerga" (1978). Both remind readers of the meaning of Hythlodaeus's name, while Wooden
 gives careful attention to the ironic nature of the prefatory materials.
 21. As Sylvester (1968) notes, Hythlodaeus's story of Morton also works against him because

 Morton does, after all, react positively to Hythlodaeus's suggestions concerning punishment
 of lawbreakers (298).
 22. Hythlodaeus's inadvertent demolishing of his own argument against counseling princes,
 once recognized, solves the question Hexter raises in More's Utopia (1952) as to why More
 decides against More the character's position and for Hythlodaeus's argument in Utopia, and
 then two years later reverses himself to join the King's service. The answer is that Hythlo
 daeus did not win the argument at all, and therefore More did not change his mind. Having
 recognized the irony involved in Hythlodaeus's comments, the reader sees that More in 1518
 acts on the logical result of the dialogue. The question then becomes not why he changed his
 mind, but why he waited two years before acting on his belief. Here Hexter's answer?that by
 1518 More perceived a more positive direction being taken by Henry and Wolsey, both
 domestically and abroad?seems plausible. See Hexter (138-55).
 23. Traugott (1964) also sees similarities between Hythlodaeus and Gulliver as the two narra
 tives conclude (165-69).
 24. In general, Anglicans accused Puritans of sacrificing reason for zeal, but found it more
 difficult to distance themselves from Catholics on the issue. For the intellectual gymnastics by
 which Anglicans attempted this distancing, and for other dimensions of the conflict, see Harth
 (1961: 13-51). Also useful is Reedy's study (1985) of Anglican beliefs regarding reason.
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